Empowering you
to achieve
Whether you’re new to the industry and looking for direction or
an experienced campaigner searching for the right environment
to succeed, we can provide you with the training, support and
resources you need to take your career to the next level.
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SALES AGENTS ARE THE LIFEBLOOD OF
THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY.

At House, we believe that our sales agents are our most precious resource - And
we plan the treat them as such. A great brand and marketing strategy will create
opportunities and open doors but it requires salespeople of calibre to be able to walk
through those doors and win the client’s trust. This is the basis of our business.
In an industry reeling from the pressures of technological disruption, change is necessary.
The standard agency model is no longer valid and thus, a new model is required - One which
recognises and rewards the importance of the real estate sales agent without neglecting the
value of powerful marketing and branding.
We welcome you to join us on this exciting journey.

LEE KNUTSEN
Director
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ABOUT US
House is the brainchild of Credit One CEO Michael Rojek
and long-time Estate Agent Lee Knutsen. Recognising
that the industry was in a state of radical change,
Michael & Lee resolved to build a new kind of agency
- One which provided all of the support and marketing
weaponry of a traditional “big brand” agency without
the restrictive, out-dated agency practices and irritating
micro-management structures.
CEO Michael Rojek
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A WINNING PARTNERSHIP - Join us in creating a revolutionary new
brand of agency and taking your real estate career to places you
had previously only dared dream of!
www.ehouse.property
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OUR PHILOSOPHY

Selling Real Estate is all about
understanding people. The ability to
identify the needs of buyers and sellers
is paramount to success in the industry,

PEOPLE

and at House we believe that to recruit
and retain the brightest and best, we
too must understand the needs of our
agents.

PROFIT

At House, our ultimate goal is

We

to attract the highest calibre of

profitablility

salespeople - The cream of the

proportionate to the success of our

business.

industry - And to create around

salespeople - Which is one good

don’t treat our people as being

them a positive, inclusive team

reason why we are determined to

“employees” - Instead, we see

culture.

help you succeed.

them as business partners.
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GREATER PRODUCTIVITY

MORE TIME

BETTER BALANCE

With superior technolgy at your

Gone are the days of endless sales

Enjoy a positive work/life balance

disposal
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office

by earning more and spending

will

hours - With more flexible working

more time doing the things you

achieve more by being freed to

arrangements available, you will

love. Your bank account will love

focus on what you do best - Listing

enjoy more time to yourself than

you for it - Almost as much as your

and selling.

you had ever dreamed of!

family!

and

structures

in

better
place,

support
you
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JUST A THOUGHT...
If you are a commission-only salesperson, not being paid a retainer or receiving
normal employment benefits and renumerated based only on settled sales, then
ask yourself this question: Is it right for you to be subjected to the same rigorous
monitoring and micro-managing as employees who are paid by the hour with
benefits?

Selling real estate is not just a job, it is a profession. And

opportunity to earn more money that we ever thought

perhaps more importantly, it is a lifestyle. While others

possible - All the while enjoying more time with family, more

sadly struggle to balance their endless working hours and

time vacationing and more time doing the things we love to

exhausting commutes with increasingly fractious home

do. Our structures are designed to make this a reality for

and personal lives, as estate agents we have a wonderful

you and your family. Let us show you how.

www.ehouse.property
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BREAKING FROM
TRADITION
Like so many industries before it, the Real Estate Industry is currently
experiencing the effects of technological disruption. Nothing less than
widespread change is needed to ensure our profession continues to be a
prosperous and profitable one.
It was always going to happen; From the sudden

finance base back into the hands of those who are the

arrival of flat-fee commission structures, to corporate

industry’s true keepers - Sales agents. By removing

plans to “disintermediate” agents from the real estate

all of the traditional office overheads (ie. the office

transaction, to third party listing referral companies

itself) from the process, these companies have been

who play agents off against one another and then

able to attract disillusioned agents through offering

claim a percentage of the commission, every man

a highly lucrative commission split arrangement and

and his dog seem to be chansing a slice of the agent

the promise of a freewheeling, do-whatever-you-like

commission pie. Our profession currently finds itself

lifestyle to go with it. Like many things in life, such

under the kind of threat that it has never previously

ideas are great in theory, but so often the reality fails

known. And the warning signs have been there for

to meet our expectations; With no real marketing

years - The problem is that the industry itself never

platform, where does the business come from?

seemed to take them seriously.
With all this happening, the industry is screaming out
Agents are certainly taking it seriously now -

for an improved business model to ensure the survival

Everywhere you look they are jumping ship and

of our profession. One that trumps the traditional

switching agencies hoping to find a magic bullet

agency and its outdated systems with superior

solution for their struggling careers. On the flipside

marketing and technology. One that rewards agents

of the coin, agency principals are in panic mode,

with more flexible work structures and better pay

desperately attempting to retain their senior staff and

without removing all of the support networks which

recruit those who have already left elsewhere.

help them earn it in the first place. One that ditches
the 1986 sales manual and recognises the true role of

Of great interest has been the ever increasing

the real estate professional in the 21st century.

popularity of the “virtual agency” - The likes of which
have admirably attempted to shift the power and

01
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ATTRACTING THE RIGHT
PEOPLE

Welcome to House.

02

PAYING THEM WHAT
THEY’RE WORTH

Bringing together likeminded, progressive thinking

Generous commission split arrangements that

people and fostering an equitable team culture

create better incomes and more flexible working

where everyone has the opportunity to succeed.

conditions.

House

It is not the strongest of
the species that survives, nor the
most intelligent, but the one most
responsive to change.”
Charles Darwin

EVOLUTION IS THE SECRET
FOR THE NEXT STEP
The real estate industry has become so competitive that
one must re-invent themselves constantly simply to keep
up - And a great idea can become old hat before you have a
chance to implement it.
As the world around us changes, so

mindset and re-invent your entire

must we. Adapting to the whims and

business model is something which

and swings of the property market is

takes courage - But is nevertheless

something most agents are familiar

essential to our survival. Change is not

with, but the ability to change your

to be feared, but to be welcomed.
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PROVIDING THE RIGHT
SUPPORT

04

GROWING OUR BUSINESS
TOGETHER

All the marketing, administrative and training tools

Whether you want to work by yourself or start

you need to take your real estate career to new

building your own team, we’re ready to work with

heights, all at the touch of a button.

you to help you reach your goals.

www.ehouse.property
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INDUSTRY DISRUPTION
- A BRIEF TIMELINE

1995

2001

2006

realestate.com.au is born in a

The industry sell itself out as

Cheap, flat fee commissions

garage in eastern Melbourne

realestate.com.au goes public

arrive in the form “Go Gecko”

Real estate agents launch the

The industry misguidedly

The first serious attempt at

first Australian property search

relinquishes control of realestate.

deconstructing the real estate

portal

com.au - It is publicly listed as

agent fee structure.

Site is industry owned and

News Limited acquires a 44.2%

controlled

share of the company.
This will have major ramifications

Investor interest in the site
rises sharply amidst the dotcom boom of the late 1990’s

for the real estate industry in years
to come as the interests of its
primary clients - Real Estate Agents

A wave of similar sites would

- Become an increasingly neglected

pop up over the years, not

consideration to the rapidly

least their biggest rival Domain

expanding and wildly profitable

which is launched in 1999 by

company.

The “flat-fee” model meant
the commission was the same
- Irrespective of what price
the property was sold for. This
was at direct odds with the
traditional agent fee structure
of a charging a straight
percentage of the final sale
price.

Fairfax; But realestate.com.

The company would be placed

au would remain the premier

into administration only a few

property listing portal

years later, but the seeds had
been sown and the industry
was disturbed.
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As new technologies have arrived, usurping traditional products & services and the
methods of delivering them, the message is clear: Evolve or perish. It was only a matter of
time before real estate agents found themselves falling victim to the trend of technological
disruption, and the industry is now at the crossroads. It is up to us to save it.

2013

2016

NOW

REA Group announces plans for

Purplebricks arrive in Oz with

The revolution begins as the

“disintermediation” of agents.

huge advertising budget

“virtual agency” concept explodes

In a leaked letter to JP Morgan,

Taking the flat fee model to new

As if the final straw that broke

realestate.com.au (Now REA Group)

extremes, Purplebricks launch in

the camel’s back, the arrival of

allegedly details their plans to

Australia to much media hoopla.

Purplebricks sparks agents to take

bypass or “disintermediate” real

Their promise to “shake things

action en masse as disillusioned

estate agents from the value chain

up a little” involves a flat fee of

salespeople leave their traditional

and take their products direct to

$4500 - The key difference being

office structures in search of

the consumer, effectively removing

that it is to be paid at point of

something better.

the agent from the transaction

listing.

The virtual agency model, the

altogether.

Despite their premise having

most prominent being

While REA Group deny the

little substance, their significant

@Realty, suddenly embark on a

“disintermediation” claims, the

marketing budget makes them

recruitment bonanza, as agents

entire saga occurs against the

the darlings of daytime TV. They

subscribe to their low-cost/

backdrop of fierce agent backlash

subsequently cause a massive stir

high percentage model

against recent price-gouging

as major news networks spruik

Amidst this backdrop of change,

from REA, whose listing “upgrade”

their model as the death knell for

House is born.

fees have recently increased

tradtional real estate agents.

exponentially - Placing further
strain upon agent fee structures.
www.ehouse.property
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THE REALITY OF OUR
PROFESSION

10,000

$10b

4

REAL ESTATE
AGENCIES
AUSTRALIA-WIDE

ANNUAL
REVENUE
GENERATED

MODULES OF
STUDY REQUIRED
TO ENTER THE
INDUSTRY

see now why we’re under attack?
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YOU ARE NOT PAID FOR YOUR TIME YOU ARE PAID FOR WHAT YOU PRODUCE
We feel that as a commission-based salesperson, who doesn’t enjoy the
benefits or the security that a base wage or salary provides, you should
benefit in other ways. Every day you come to work you are taking a risk
that most people find difficult to comprehend - Theoretically, at least,
you may work all day, all week and all month and not get paid a cent.
For this reason, the rewards must befit the risk you take - We want you
to benefit by earning more money and having more time to yourself.

EVERYTHING WE DO IS ABOUT
DELIVERING VALUE
It’s easy to get caught up in old-school sales rhetoric; Despite the fact
they no longer work, many agencies and training organisations are still
mired in antiquated, out-moded selling styles. None of this will help
you win the client’s trust in this day and age.
Ask yourself this - Beyond your pre-meditated sales pitch, what value
are you truly adding for the client? Value is something that is in the
eye of the beholder, and as agents, it is frightening how differently our
buyers and sellers see us compared to our own self-image.

YOU NEED TO CONNECT WITH YOUR
MARKETPLACE
Forget the tired old cliches about wearing thousand dollar suits and
driving expensive sports cars to impress people - Unless you are
working in an affluent, upmarket, area, potential clients will probably
not identify with your Armani suit and Audi A6.
Instead, you must speak a language that the people in your marketplace
can understand; You must wear what they wear, drive the car that they
drive. In short - You have to be the real deal, not some dodgy, fake
salesman who is pretending to be something they’re not.

www.ehouse.property
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House

We want to have an engaging, collaborative relationship with our
people, so it’s important to engage sales agents who share our
vision. If you are looking for a supportive, united office culture, then
House is for you - That is precisely what we are looking to build.

www.ehouse.property
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FORMULA FOR SUCCESS
We have re-worked the real estate business model to reflect the
landscape of today.
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LESS OFFICES

MORE AGENTS

Offices are expensive beasts - And in

Offices cost money - Sales agents make

today’s web-driven marketplace, are

money. Our goal is to build the most

often a financial burden which cuts

accomplished sales force in Australia,

deep into everyone’s profits.

without all the unnecessary costs.

CREATING “SUPER-HUBS”

SUPERIOR SYSTEMS

We resolve to have less offices - But

High quality office premises, state-

the ones we do have will have massive

of-the-art technology, cutting edge

profile, be technologically superior and

marketing, and flexible employment

have genuine “wow” factor.

contracts - This is the House way.

THE TRADITIONAL OFFICE IS DEAD - NOW WITNESS THE RISE OF THE SUPER-OFFICE
The traditional real estate corporate strategy was to

brand begins to eat into its own market share. This is why

inundate the marketplace with branded offices - In

House is determined to change this model, and instead build

theory, a form of market saturation. The problem with this

“super-offices”, with large volumes of sales agents operating

strategy is what is known in marketing circles as “brand

autonomously under one united brand, with full support, in

cannibalisation” - Where the sheer volume of a particular

their own designated territories or “farm areas”.

KEEP THE COMPETITION
OUTSIDE THE OFFICE
The most toxic occurance in a real estate office is when two or
more salepeople, from within the same organisation, suddenly
find themselves competing for the same listing or sale. These
situations are messy, difficult to resolve and leave a bad taste
in the client’s mouth - Which is counter-productive in terms of
winning the business or getting the deal over the line.
This is why we believe that our agents should be designated
assigned “farm areas” - To ensure that other agents cannot
encroach onto your patch and benefit from your hard work.
This way, we can ensure a unified team culture where our
agents work together, rather than in competition.

THE PRINCIPLES OF FARMING

You will have your own designated area, and
exclusive rights to market and prospect that area
Become the undisputed expert in your area and be
seen as a genuine authority by your clients
Eliminate fee & VPA disputes by winning your clients‘
trust - Before they even contact you
Relax - If you are referred or happen across a listing
in another area by some other means, you still have
the right to list and sell that property
www.ehouse.property
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OUR QUEST FOR WORLD
DOMINATION STARTS HERE
01

CORPORATE HQ
81 Brandl St
Eight Mile Plains Q 4113
Phone: 1300 273 348
E-mail: info@ehouse.property

02

LOGAN
4/43 Vanessa Blv
Springwood Q 4127

03

IPSWICH
149 Brisbane Rd
Booval Q 4304

04

BRISBANE NORTH
COMING SOON - TBA

05

CAIRNS
COMING SOON - TBA

.
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watch this space!
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Our offices are strategically positioned you give our agents
the edge in their marketplaces.

81 Brandl St
Eight Mile Plains
Booval

www.ehouse.property
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YOUR MARKETING PLATFORM
Everything you need to run your business - All just a mouse click away.

GET ACCESS TO THE MOST ADVANCED
MARKETING ARSENAL AVAILABLE
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It’s a cold hard reality that the majority of real estate

we all accepted the fact that we are being judged

agents have no design experience or marketing

based on the quality of the content we put out into

credentials - And yet here we all are, sitting around

the marketplace. If you want to win listings on the

in the office, designing our own marketing materials,

platform of being a great marketer, then you need to

often in complete contravention of the company

walk the walk as well as talk the talk. Sub-standard

style guides and marketing rules. Virtually no other

marketing damages the public’s perception of you -

industry would allow this to happen.

And our brand - So that’s why we’ve done it all for

If you want to be seen as a professional, then it’s time

you. You’ll never have to worry about it again.

House

All of your marketing materials have already been designed
for you. From business cards to flyers, property marketing
brochures to open house flags and pull-up banners - It’s all here
at agentshop.house. And most importantly, we go to great lengths
to ensure our marketing blows the competition out of the water.
From prospecting flyers to property marketing paraphernalia, it’s all here
in one place. All you need to do is point and click.
We have already arranged great value pricing with the printing companies.
Pay by credit card on-line and get your materials in a matter of days.
Have your properties linked from your CRM - When you upload a new
listing, your signs, brochures and flyers are automatically generated.

Get access to the highest quality marketing material available. No more
wasting time sitting around designing flyers in Microsoft Word!

As part of your membership
with House, you will have
your own LockedOn account
and

The

most

powerful

user-friendly

CRM

technology on the market.
Upload your listings, send
bulk SMS and email, organise
mass mailouts and track
your buyer & seller contacts
- All in one system.

www.ehouse.property
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BECOME A FULLY LICENSED
REAL ESTATE AGENT

TAKE YOUR CREDIBILITY UP A NOTCH
Real estate salespeople are a dime a dozen, but if you really want to be a respected
real estate authority, then let us help you complete your full real estate license
and become a true property expert.
There’s something about being a fully licensed real estate agent that sets
you apart from the hordes of real estate salespeople out there. Being fully
licensed gives you a sense of credibility and expertise beyond what most
agents are offering and will allow you to tower over your competition. That
is why we have partnered with Validum Institute to help you obtain or
upgrade to your full Real Estate Agent Licence Qualification.

20
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01

BE SEEN AS A TRUE EXPERT
Be a genuine property authority in your area
Win more listings by elevating your status in the client’s eyes.
Being a fully licensed real estate agent will earn you more
respect from buyers and sellers and help you write more
business.

02

RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS
Enjoy the freedom of working for yourself
If you have always wanted to run your own race then this is the
way to do it - Fully licensed agents can operate as independent
contractors which leaves you to decide how to structure your
business and organise your day.

03

EARN HIGHER COMMISSIONS
Our independent contractors earn better pay.
As a reward for getting your full license, our independent
contractors are on a higher commission percentage than
regular salespeople who are employees of the company. It’s
simple really - Better qualifications mean better pay.

Validum Institute provides a unique personalised
blended approach of face to face (one-on-one
trainer tuition) learning tied with a state of the
art fully interactive learner resource portal.
Upgrade from your Registration Sales Person
Certificate to your Full Licence with minimum
fuss, free Recognised Prior Learning, all 12
Units Nationally Accredited and OFT compliant
with only 5 Assessments (conditions apply). NO
exams and multiple attempts at assessments
plus the use of our VIP student lounge, call
Validum Institute TODAY on (07) 3193 5270 to
fast track your real estate qualifications and get
a great deal.
www.ehouse.property
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OUR PARTNERS

THE CREDIT ONE GROUP OF COMPANIES

WE ENDORSE
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GET IN TOUCH
HEAD OFFICE: Credit One HQ - 81 Brandl St, Eight Mile Plains QLD 4113

Phone:

E-mail:

Web:

Lee Knutsen 0412 757 981

lee.knutsen@ehouse.property

www.ehouse.property/careers

Michael Rojek 0419 676 005

michael.rojek@ehouse.property

www.ehouse.property
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C O N TA C T
US

CORPORATE HQ
81 Brandl St
Eight Mile Plains QLD 4113
SPRINGWOOD
4/43 Vanessa Blv
Springwood QLD 4127
IPSWICH
149 Brisbane Rd
Booval QLD 4304
WEB
www.ehouse.property
EMAIL
info@ehouse.property

HOUSE

